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:: Senate ·discusses pos-
, sibiHty of student. union 
By RA y LEBOWSKI ed through after the December from the administration and out-
siders. Discussion was then tabled 
until after the meeting. 
One down. . . 
Pholo by Rick 8lr1Ck 
Tickets-and ticketers;_have recent-
ly become familiar sights · along 
Ledgewood Drive and at least some 
of the ticketees are not so sure what·· 
'they did to deserve the little white 
slips.·: 
Hono·rs.· ·audit 
clarified by Fetten 
By PAT FEELEY. 
X1Vl1r New• Stiff Wr111r 
Last week, the Xavier News 
"Letters" column published a letter 
from Tricia Reed, Husman Hall, 
concerning the .Dean's list audit 
·policy. Ms. R~ed asked for a 
"definitive statement on the Univer-
sity's policy and procedures for at-
taining recognition of Dean's list 
audits on transcripts." 
. This policy, according to Father 
John Felten, Dean of Arts and 
Sciences, offers a free auditing of a . 
course to any student whose nanie · 
appears on the Dean's list. In addi-
tion, thea-udit willalsoappearonthe 
student's transcript. Fr. Felten com-
mented further, by saying 'that, in, 
order to obtain this audit on a 
transcript, the student must get a 
card from the Dean, hand it in to the 
professor at the beginning. of the 
semester and he, in turn, wilf turn it 
into t_he Registrar's office at the end 
of the semester. The card states that 
the student has attended the class; 
once this procedure is coinpleted, the 
audit will appear on the transcript. It 
is :also advisable to remind the 
professor at the end of the semester 
that you are auditing and that he 
should turn fo the audit card. · 
The key to the problem is "atten-
dance," according to Fr .. Felten. 
· Audit to page 8 
Chemistry and Physics Depts. 
hope to adapt computers 
that· were onc.e parts of ... 
wa·rheads 
By MARY C. HENKEL 
. M11119lng Editor 
Xavier's Physics and Chemistry 
Departments have each recently ac· 
quired two mini-computers, former-
ly, parts of the guidance systems in 
Minuteman Missiles. These com- · 
puters cbst the government $234,000 · 
to bui.ld originally, and are now be-" 
ing distributed to colleges and other 
·institutions as surplus; 
Though there·are manuals for the 
use of the computers, most of the in-
. stitutions involved in their acquisi-
tion are, like Xavier, still in the 
process of experimenting with and 
determining the actual functionings 
of the machines themselves. An 
association has been formed in con· 
nection with: th~ distribution of the 
mini-computers, and Xavier Physics 
majors Tim Cusick and Barry Neyer 
recently journeyed to New Orleans 
to represent the University at a con.:. 
vention of this association. . 
Dr. Frederick Werner of Physics, . 
aided by· students, ·is currently still 
involved in testing the circuitry of 
the machines. Ofthe two machines 
owned by 'the Physics Department, 
the "memory" of one seems not to be 
functioning. Eventually, however; 
these machines will bC used for small 
experiments and will enable the. 
programmer to computerize ail the 
data from an experiment, correlate it 
and store it on the spoi. 
X11¥l1r Ntw• Stiff Writ• . demonstration, even the Student 
Government President, who is the 
nominal student leader. Discussion at the March 12 
Senate meeting concerned the idea 
of creating a Student Union similar 
to t~t proposed by Pat Sayres · 
(News, Feb. 6 and 13). Frank 
Schmitt opened discussion with a 
simple question: what rights do we 
have, as senators or students'? The 
answer was simP,le: none. Rich 
Russo noted that the administration 
controls Senate through Mr. 
Shearer's fund-impounding power. 
Bruce Foley state.d that the union 
would ruive to go outside Student 
Government, lest it, too, be subject 
to controls~ Bill Hudgins said there 
was one way to make the admi nistra-
tion see student points-pay one-
.third of your bill, let the rest go, then 
tell them why no money is forthcom-
ing. John Woolard noted a lack of 
leadership- saying nobody follow-
. Ex-senator Mark Fette said the 
school would eajoy a class or 
cafeteria . boycott-in fact, these 
would save money. Only 200 people, 
paying 1/3 of their tuition and none 
of their room and board, would 
cause a liquidity crisis, as over $200,-
000 cash would be withheld. A group. 
of leaders of an organized student 
union would then· have a powerful 
. weapon to negotiate with. The only 
effective boycott would be by stu-
dent employees or faculty. 
Jack Diamond noted a primary 
problem-finding the people to do 
it, and convincing their parents (in 
.most cases, the tuition bill-payers). 
Foley stated· that the word "union" 
itself turns off many people. 
Woolard remarked that the leaders 
would be subject to extreme pressure 
The sole item voted on by Senate 
was the filling of the seat vacated by 
Marty Dybicz at. the last meeting. 
Sophomore Mike Brown was the 
only nomination. Brown, a 
Brockman resident and member of 
its Judicial Board, is also involved 
with WVXU and the Players. ·He 
feels he represents a substantial 
number of students, and is "willing 
t-o·cut down on other activities" to 
devote full time to Senate. Brown 
was approved by unanimous voice 
vote. 
·. Rich Russo noted that the elec-
tions are only a month away, and 
that with Senate's requirement of 
electoral procedures being subject to 
approval two weekS before, it might 
Senate to page 8 
Eat-in 
Plans. are underway for university 
participation in National Food Day 
By MARCIA PLESCIA 
. Xm1r New1 Stiff Wrttlf 
High food prices: what causes 
them'? What are the nutritional 
values of foods, and the pressures of 
sales and production? What can be 
done to help the world hunger 
situation? 
Food Day, April 17, will be a 
national event and an opportunity 
for concerned persons to learn where 
our food comes from, how it is 
produced, what affects its cost, and 
why some people have more than 
others; while still others go hungry. 
Food Day will provide an oppor-
tunity to become more aware of the 
food crisis. 
In conjunction with National 
Food Day, interested and concerned 
students and faculty members of 
Xavier Univer.sity will also be able to 
participate in an action-oriented 
program now being planned for the 
week of April . 14-17. Speakers, 
seminars, and displays· are being 
organized to acquaint students, 
faculty and friends of ?'avier with 
the food issues facing the world to-
day . 
A self-imposed fast, a vegetarian 
day and an international foods day 
are possibilities now being discussed 
for this self-education program. 
Concrete and independent action 
steps concerning university policies 
81elf pllolO llr f#AT IAW'ltll 
LJr. Frederic·k Werner of the Physics Depirtment and student assistant Barry 
Neyer work on one of the converted missile computers. 
' I '• 
·are also likely topics for research. 
All in all, Food Week at Xavier 
will provide an opportunity for 
students. and faculty to come 
together, to think about and to come 
up with some answers to the pressing 
issues of today's food problems. 
Right now s~udent and faculty in-
volvement is needed to help in the 
planning and organizing, offering of 
suggestions or ideas for the week's 
events. Those interested in helping 
are encouraged to contact Pete Cor-
rigan at 745-3194, or in room 212 F, 
Hinkle Hall. Help is needed in this 
effort to understand and educate 






There's still. time to sign up for 
"Contemporary Marriage," the in-
terdisciplinary weekend course tak· 
ing place this weekend. 
· Like its predecessor, "Contem-
porary Urban America" which was 
held this fall, "Marriage" is an inten-
sive three-day program of lectures, 
seminars, and discussion, which can 
lead to ·one hour's credit in Psy-
chology, Philosophy, or Theology. 
Anyone-students, parents, 
alumni, friends, even high-school 
seniors-is invited to participate in. 
this unique credit or audit course, 
taking place March 21, 22, and 23. 
See Student Development or call 
745-3201. 
this week 
in the news 
eomp1i.d by PAUL RANIERI 
Band Mot1les tor muscular dystrophy 
. The .l'i K.appa Alpha fraternity of the University of Cincinnati in 
Ctloperatitm with the E11quire Art Theatre has planned a .. movie-thon" 
hl help raise m\lney in t1rder to support the research needed in finding a 
cure for Muscular Dystrophy. and to raise money to help victims of 
thill dillCase thrnugh a network of free clinics and phyl!ical aids: such as 
wheelchairs. braces and walkers. . 
Three full-length movies: Fi/mo,,, Gimme Shelter and Zat'kariawill 
be sht1wn starting at Midnight April 4. 1975. at the Esquire Art 
.Theatre. 320 Ludlow A venue. For a donation of$2.00 the public is in· : 
vited to sit back and enjoy some of the top-name bands perform on the 
screen· for over three hours ... without commercials .. .for a very 
\worthwhile cause. . . 
Serre a ·term on the Board of Trust ... 
Students and faculty members would have a direct voice in the 
operation of Ohio's eleven state universities under the provisions ofa 
hill introduced this week by State Rep. Mike Stinziano(D-Columbus). 
Stinziano's measure. HB 499, would allow students and faculty 
members to choose four ~epresentatives to serve on the board of 
trustees of each state university, expanding board membership from 
nine to thirteen. · 
"Students ~nd f acuity should have the right to be heard in policy 
making because decisions made by trustee• affect their day-to-day lives 
. and pocketbooks.~ Stinziano said. "Students and faculty are not only 
not included. but often not even consulted in the decisions of the 
hoard." 
Stinzia no said the bill would give students and faculty access to "ex-
ecutive sessions" where, he said, the real decisions are made before they 
become public. · · 
Under Stinziano's bill, the Governor would continue to appoint nine 
trustees with the consent of the Ohio Senate for nine year terms. Stu-
. dent trustees would be chosen by an election of the student body for 
two year terms. Faculty members would be elected for two year terms 
by the official faculty association. 
Stinziano said the students and faculty members should not be sub-
ject to Governor's appointment or Senate confirmation because they 
"should be responsible to their constituents." 
Needed - one ERA? 
· Because he wanted to enjoy the pre-Lenten festivities in Rio de 
Janeiro "with total liberty," San Salvador executive Carlito Oliveira 
had no hesitancy in chaining and wiring his wife and children in a room 
in their home. The husband and father said he chained his wife so she 
would not betray him. And his children? "Children should be with 
their mother," said Oliveira. 
livE ANd STudy 
iNROME 
LOYOLA UNIVE'RSITY or CHICAG() 
R(JMf C'FNT[rl ()J llHfHfl.l AHT'~ 
• Classes taught in English 
• All academic credits transfer 
• 60 courses offered each semester: 
ANTHROPOLOGY • CLASSICAL STUDIES • ENGLISH 
'& ITALIAN LIT. • FINE ARTS • HISTORY • ITALIAN 
• PHILOSOPHY • POLITICAL SCIENCE • PSYCHOL· 
OGY • THEATRE • THEOLOGY 
• 350 schools represented over 10 years 
• Campus vllia houses .Ome 275 students 
MANY STATE SCHOLARSHIPS TRANSFER 
APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED NOW FOR 75·76 ACADEMIC VEAR 
~-------------~-----FOii INFORMATION MAIL TO: LOYOLA UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
ROME CENTER OFFICE, 6525 N. SHERIDAN RO., CHICAGO, ILL. 60626 
Name School 
Addre-ss __ _ 
City State Zip 
ACCEPTANCE PRIORITY IS GIVEN TO 
XAVIER UNIVERSITY SlUDENTS DUE TO 
AFFILIATION WITH THE f\OME CENTEH 
editors and do not represent the views of the ad-
ministration, faculty, and student body of Xavier 
unless specifically stated. 
The lC•vler NNI 1s the official student 
newspaper of Xa.ier University. The arhcles, pic· 
lures. and format are the responsibility of the 
The News is published weekly during the school 
year· except during vacation and examination 
periods by Xavier University. Cincinnati. Ohio 
45207. Subscriptions are SS.OD per year. The News 
was enlered as second class matter October 4, 
1946, at the Post Olfice of Cincinnati, Ohio under 
the Acl of March 3. 1879. . , 
Letters submitted lo the Ntwl for publication 
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Larry Shee.he. 
Xavier News columnist 
Portrait of the artist 
as a .young •• ~ sleazer 
rhe story that follows is dedicated a form of degeneracy or dereliction. 
to that free spirit within all of us: Others consider it to be vile and dis-
specifically, our longing to get .gusting. It is here that I must dis-
something for nothing. ·agree. Sleazing is an art! 
Any similarities, implications, or Dereliction implies laziness, but 
accusations that you might derive . S/et1Zers are not lazy people. On the 
are intentional. There's a little bit of· ·contrary, it's hard work to be a good. 
a Sl«izer in everyone. S/eazer. It. takes lots of practice. 
While titis story is geared to 8 Even the aficionados occasionally 
college dormitory situation, it can slip up and act as if they're well bred. 
easily be adapted to any lifestyle. It Degeneracy is the state of moral 
doesn't matter if you live in a dorm, a degradation. What could be farther 
house, a.n apartment, a con- from the truth? S/eazers are 
dominium, a commune, or a con- trustworthy, courteous, faithful, and 
vent. If in the course of your life you. .· loyal. They can always· be counted 
find yourself in contact with other upon to smile as they're mooching 
human beings, you've got the oppor- your last piece of bread . 
tunity to sleaze. ' . They are also men of conviction 
••• 
Have you ever fried an eg in a· 
popcorn popper? Do you wear high 
boots or over-sized pants to conceal 
the fact that your socks don't match? 
Are you always smoking someone 
. else's cigarettes? Do you often forgo 
a morning shower for the sake of a 
few extra minutes ofsleep? Have you 
ever replaced a· broken shoe-lace 
with speaker wire rather than get a 
new pair. of laces? If you've been 
known to do t,hese things, then you, 
my friend. are a S/eazer. 
Some would argue that ~leazing is 
and character. ·Their convictions 
tend to make them unpopular,. 
though. Most S/eazers don't have 
too· many friends. Isolation is their 
mark of greatness. · · · 
Sleazing. ·as an · art form, . is 
inastered· in college. However, ttiC're 
isn't a course in it- that you can 
register for (eg., SL 101). Rather, 
your best bet is to li'Ve in the dorms. 
Some floors have more than others, 
but you can always firid at least one 
great Sleazer to observe. 
Observation is the key. Sleazing 
techniques are . basic, but .style and 
grace are only acquired in time. The 
apprenticeship is an informal one. In · 
fact; you don't even conceive the idea 
that you've served yours until you. 
realize that' your teacher has been 
sleazing at your expense. 
Sleazers always have roomates. 
They don't necessarily have the same 
one all year, but they always have 
one, preferably a rich one. 
A veteran Sleazer can go .for two 
months without having to wash his 
clOthes. When his own get up and 
walk away, he borrows somebody 
else's. 
. ~~ of their m01t annoying 
'features. is their uncanny ability to 
.. pull good grades." They seem to 
know every "cake" course offered. 
They-never study. Most don't even 
buy the books. Why should they 
bother.? They can bQrrow yours~ 
.To sleaze or not to sleaze? That is 
the question, tho.ugh hardly a choice. 
As long as ther~ are people, there will 
be Sleazers. Like I say, there's a li~le 
bit of a S/eazer in all of us. Beware of 
the. accomplished veteran S/eaz~r. 
though. MetaphysicaUy speaki~g. 
he's. .a phenomenon Acqui~ 
probably never envi.sioned: ·no 
potency (or probable worth), Just 
pure act! · · ···· 
·.· ... ·:" ·· .. :· ·. :·:::\ ... ;.l' 0 0 o' 0 0 0 0 0 '.. 0 •'.' .•. 0 < :H·i>,/t:·:::/ ;: 0 :·~ ' .' 0 .· ,·· ·· ove ... · ap. 
··.; 
From one beer lover to another. 
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DO YOUR OWN DIAMONll THING 
WITH THE SHAPE · 
THAt$ )IEST FOR.YOU. 
!here are almos~ as many diam.and. shapes as . 
girl shapes. That. doesn't mean pear shaped girls 
should have pear .shaP,e.diamonds; Butthe form you ·· 
choose shoul~ ,conform to your kind of life. · · 
Let us show you brilliants, emerald cuts, ovals, etc. 
Touch them. T,Y them on •. Until you.find... . 
the diamond that fits. you best. 
Be1utffui ·;u, Shipe Dlllnondl· 
.,·-·ze~-
OISCOUlllT· ~ . ·'· . ·.· STUDENT" 
CHARGE. 
,. 
' TO ALL 805 •. ICI s•-..t 
~IWIER . UH 
STUOElllTS . Clnclnn1tl, Ohio te1: 621-0704 




ELEMENTARY FOREl.GN LANGUAGE 
$50 PER CREDIT HOUR 
• FRENCH ........ 8 CREDIT HOURS 
• GERMAN . · ..••.. • 8 CREDIT HOURS. 
•SPANISH ....... • 8· CREDIT HOURS 
5 Weeks·- Mornings 8:30- 11:00 
June 16th to July 18th 
EDGECLIFF COLLEGE 
For Information 
CALL DEAN WESTER 
961-3770 
rack.our book. 
. and stretch· 
your bucks. 
Spend a little time st~dyiri'g a Piedmont schedule. 
Then plan a weekend. Out bn the ski slopes, 
·enjoying an out-of-town ball game, partying with 
someone special or soaking up the bright city 
lights. Or home with the folks. We've got a place 
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help str't:!tch 
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return 
before noon Monday. You'll save up to 50% on the· 
return portion of your round trip ticket, an~ fly with 
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont 
cities. For information, see your travel agent or call 
Piedmon't. Take us up. .-<" ... , 
~,, .. ..;;:--....... . 
... ~--~~-.. ~~;..1.15 . . 
... .-··· fft.C1Wll ,_,.'fl" 
. ( ........ 5c1\f.\1Ul.t~' "'~If!...·'.'. 
\_ ........ \ t6-llrt/;t~~ .....  
Thursday, M•ch 20, 1975 
.. 
· Aerosmlth, with lead singer Steve Tyier, will app.ear In 
concert this Saturday, March 22, In the Fieldhouse at 
7:30 P.M., along with special guests Styx and Rush. 
. Tickets are $4.50 ln.advancewlth l.D., and $5.50theday 
of the show. The performance Is presented by the Con-
cert Committee, In cooperation with Belkin Produc-
tions and WEBN. 
''Prisonef" turns out to be .a Lemon 
"The Prisoner · of Second ly, Melisn'tthe only one who suffers Mel's breakdown is unfounded 
·Avenue," when reviewed even i~ throughallthis.Ednare~ainspretty anda bit unrealistic. Somethingsin 
attentively, is nothirig more than a much a stalwart figure throughout his' life have gone right but for 
conglomeration of dreadful jokes showing only beginning signs of another hour of poor humor Simon 
about the seemingly inevitable poor irrationality on the day when both has given us this breakdown. Indeed, 
quality of life in New York City. Neil the hot water and elevator to their . he has given us more than one. How 
Simon's play-turned-movieisacom- fourteenth Door apartment are in- Fnerous. 
edy based on the incessant com· operable. (Here we see Simon going If this film were a situation com-
plaints made by Mel, Jack Lemmon, . out of his way, too far out, to bring edy on television it wouldn't be any 
and his wife Edna, Anne Bancroft. us a few more badjokes. He needn't better. However, TV is where this 
Simon would have us believe that the do us any more favors.) Anne Ban- quality work is more often found 
misfortune had by Meland Ednaare croft is a great actress and deaerves and expected. (I don't mean to 
inescapable to any New Yorker. To much better parts, at least much degrade television for the past 
·· say the ... least, that's highly im- ,deeper parts that require acting and several weeks have seen some ex-· 
probable. not simply recitation. Obviously, c:ellent teleyision productions, but 
8 review from studying the current cinema, these are the exception.) 
such parts are infrequent. It seems The finale, as one might by now · 
.. Prisoner,"·being no more than a Hollywood has mas&ered G.M.'s expect, is also a gag. Mel's recovery 
chain of one-liners, leaves little room mass production techniques-one from loss of self respect is brought on 
for characterization. Mel, from a every sixty seconds wtih little by a revenF motive involving a slap-
series of calamities including ninety- emphasis on quality. stick neighbor and a rather 
two degree heat, noisy neighbors, Jack Lemmon is probably jus~ as humorous means of revenge. (One of 
cracked plaster, a toilet that must be good as any actor who would have few funny notiom in the work.) The 
·~iggled," a burgled apartment, and a taken the part. Mel, as a role, is Jack retribution is not something to live 
lay.off of the permanent type, suffers Lemmon, and that's no compliment for however, and Simon breaks. 
a nervous breakdown. Unfo~u~na-t ... e·-_to.._e_i_the_r _act..;..;..or_o_r_wr_it_e_r. _________ ....:..,P.:.:rl:=.1o~n;.;;;•;;...;·t:=.o...z;.;:;z;;•..;;.8 
For THURSDAY, MARCH 20 
Auto Mec .. nlcs Course. 2:30 At 
Breen Lodge. 
Women's self-defense course. 7:00 
P.M. in Breen.Lodge~ 
For FRIDAY, MARCH 21 
Finl Day of Sprln1. 
~.A.U.P. Meeting. 1:30 in the Cash 
Rm .. 
Weekend Coane. "Contemporary 
Marriage" - interdisciplinary. 
The Merry Wives of Windsor. 
Corbett Communiversity Theater. 
For SATUIU>AY, MARCH 12 
Weekend Coane. "Contemporary 
Marriage". . 
Communherslty Theater. "The 
· Merry Wives of Windsor". 
For MONDAY, MARCH 24 
. Mid-term Grades i>ue. 
HA88AN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 MONTGOMERY ROAD 
CINCINNATI, OHIO 415a1a 
931-15500 
10% OFF . 
on all . service and parts to 
X.U. students and faculty 
with Identification cards. 
For TUESDAY, MARCH 25 
Base .. 11. XU vs. Dayton at 2:00. 
For WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28 
Final Day for filing Applications for 
June Degrees. 
For THURSDAY, MARC,., 27 
Passover. 
For FRIDAY, MARCH 28 
Good Friday. 
Easter Vacation Begins! 
For SUN~AY, MARCH 3o · 
Easter 
For MONDAY, MARCH 31 
Camping Trip. Ranger Club to 
Smokey Mts., Tenn. 
A.A.S.A. Retreat. At Hueston 
Woods. March 31 - April 4 . 
For THURSDAY, APRIL 3 
Base .. 11. XU vs. Morehead St., 
Home, 2:30 in O'Connor Field. 
For FRIDAY, APRIL 4 
Base .. ll;·XU vs. Wilmington, 3:30. 
Se·niors 
Only six days remain to file for 
· graduation, if you want to be sure of 
· having a diploma in June. If you 
haven't made an appointment yet, 
do so at once. March 26 is the last 
day. 
For SATURDAY, APRIL 5 
Base .. 11. XU vs. Northern Kentucky· 
St.,· 1:00. 
For SUND.AY, APRI~ B 
A.A.S.A. Black History Lecture, 
·Theater, 3:30 PM . 
For MONDAY, APRIL 1 
Classes Resume. All divisions. 
A.A.S.A. Education, Theater, 6:00. 
For TUESDAY, APRIL 8 
A.A.S.A. Black Psychology, Kelly 
Auditorium, I :30 PM. 
O'Brien Lecture Serles. Bill Kenkins, 
Theater. 
New Shakespere Company ... Mid-
summer Night's Dream," Theatre, 
8:00 PM. 
For WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9 
A.A.S.A. Medicine/ Health, 
Theater. 
Danforth Brown Bag Lunch. I :30 in 
Breen Lodge. 
RESEARCH 
Thousands of Topics 
. · $2.75 per page 
Send for your up·to-date, 160·page, 
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00 
to cover postage (delivery time is 
·1 to 2 days). 
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC. 
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE #2 
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025 
· (2131477-8474 or 477-5493 
· Our research material Is sold for 





Stall Photo by JOE BERTKE 
No amateur 
The Irishman who hung this flag atop 
Bellarmine Chapel last Monday ob-
viously had a bit of Alpine mountain-









FOR ALL GUYS 
SUNDAY 
FREE ADMISSION 
FOR ALL GALS 
JUST 1 O MINUTES FROM THE XAVIER CAMPUS 
3225 Madison Road 
East of Oakley Square 
2 I.D.'s Required 
TOM LISH.ER, SPORTS EDITOR 
BaS-eball hopes for fall repeat 
· By TOM llSHER Catching will be split up by Freshmen Gary Beck and M~rty 
sport• Editor . sophomore Joe Carter, who hit .307, Bogensch~ltz have aske.d f?r a piece 
When we l~st left th~ Muskie and freshman Sam Rollow, who of th~ .pie, as have Juniors. Ken 
baseball team, they had ,1ust taken swung for a .333 average. Both men Cavelher and new~omer to the 
four out of four from Dayton, to will be under the watchful eye of squad, Mark Sweeney. 
close out their fall campaign with a former Musketeer standout catcher The mound crew is paced by Bill 
record of to.-5. With the ~ore of_ the Larry Lipps. "The Lipper" has given Krumpelbeck ~n~ Kevi~ Lyons . 
squad ~oming back thts spring, up minor league baseball and will Krumpelbeck f1mshe~ with a 2-2 
alo11gw1thafewnewfaces,theonly serveasanassistantcoach.Lastfall's record, but compiled an un-
question mark is O'Connor Field MVP, Roy Troxell will be shagging believable 0.96 ERA. Lyons, led the 
itself. But everyone knows no matter 
· how bad the field might took the day XAVIER UNIVERSITY VARSITY BASEBALL SCHEDULE 
before the opener, it will always be SPRING, ~975 
ready thanks to ground keeper Harry D•y-Dll• ODpaypoto"n•("2
1) 
Tues .. Mar. 25 
Paul's "magic dust." Thurs .. Mar. 27 Southwestern Louisiana 
Excellent defense and superb Fri .. Mar. 28 Southwestern Louisiana (2) 
pile hi ng gave l he Big X a I 0-5 slate in Sat.: Mar. 29 Southwestern Louisiana 
the fall, and there stands no reason Mon .. Mar. 31 McNeese State College 
h h • k Tues .. Apr. I Nicholls State College w y t ey cant ma e a xerox copy. Th A 3 Morehead State 
·~ urs.. pr. 
Double plays became a way ofh eto Fri .. Apr. 4 Wilmington 
the infield. as they turned in four Sat., Apr. 5 Northern Kentucky State (2) 
during a Dayton doubleheader, and Mon .. Apr. 7' Morehead State 
· U C Tues. Apr. 8 Thomas More 
three in a single contest against · · Thurs.·Sat., Apr. IO.l2 Miami, o., fovitational Tourn. 
Taking a look around th!! horn, -Mon .. Apr. 14 Wright State 
Fred Schmerge owns first base. Se- Wed., Apr. 16 Northern Kentucky State 
cond falls into the laps· of Steve Sat., Apr. 19 Cincinnati (2) 
Jost worth, who led the team in runs Mon., Apr. 2! Wright State 
Tues., Apr. 22 Thomas More· 
scored and triples, and Tom Merkle, Fri .. Apr. 25 Marshall 
who was the team's rookie of the fall, Sat .. Apr. 26 Marietta (2) 
from Roger Bacon. Merkle hit .302 Wed .. Apr. 30 Central State (2) 
and tied.for the runs scored title with Fri., May 2 Ohio Siate (2) 
Sun May 4 Notre Dame (2) 
"Jost". Whichever man faili; to start Tue~:. May 6 Ohio v. 
at second will probably be used as Wed., May '1 Louisville'(2) 



























Shortstop is between freshman Mike. 
Bresnan and basketball player 
George Miller. The hot corner 
belongs to the quick glove of Terry 
Snider. · 
flies in right. Troxell paced X b}r hit-
ting .326, with one homer, and 13 
RBl's. Jim Janszen patrols center, 
and left is totally up for grabs. 
hill crops in victories with a 3-1 
mark; and kicked in a 2.52 ERA to 
boot. Hughie "The Catfish" Car-
B•eblll to page 8 
DID vo·u KNOW ... Here are some of our strong points: • Credibility (our name) 1s a truly non-profit corporation (i.e. a public service organization}. 
CREDIBILITY 
4055 Executive Park Drive, Suite 313 
Sharonville, Ohio 45241 
Phone 563·6600 (day or niahi) OFFICE HOURS: 
6:00 to 9:30, Mon. to Fri.; 10:00 to 6:00 Saturdays 
Most people have heard only bad reports about matching or computer-dating 
agencies. In cont,rast to those responsible for this we are offering a thorough, high· 
integrity, non-profit mat.ching service for non-married people of all ages. The 
TOTAL cost, including everyt_hing, is only $30 for the first year, and $10 per year 
thereafter, (rather than the fees of hundreds of dollars typical for this area). 
It takes time to convince some people that our service would do more for them 
than they can do for themselves. (Logically this should be obvious, provided we 
have a large membership.) With normal ways of meeting people, satisfying 
relati9nships will develop only for the fortunate few. (Consider the number ofter· 
minated relationships.) 
Thus we have provided an opportunity for efficient, intelligent dating, basically 
matching epople who satisfy each others' needs and desires, (allowing the greatest 
happiness in relationships with the least cost in time and money in establishing 
them.) 
• Our cost is e1ceptionally low -$30 for the first year and $10 per year thereafter. (No lower that we know of). 
•We have spent a year with much professional assistance to create a highly etticient and valid matching system. The 
whole idea is NOT to supply dates' to lonely people (who may be lonely for goodtea50n?}, but m provide Ille chance lo meet 
many people desirable to each applicant (which would be statistically nearly impossible by "conventional" ways of meetin& 
pe~~ -
• This matching is made possible by a comple• questionnaire and a suitable per50nality inventory which allows each 
aoolicant to be as stringent or e1acting in requirements for a prospective partner. as desired - This muns tuctty 1'1111 ii 
says. Reftr11ls t_o people not meetina the requirements of each applicant 11mplJ won't occur. 
•We supply with our detailed referralslsupplying many pertinenldetails)twopicturesofeach prospective partner, one a 
portrait and the other a full (standing} picture to eliminate misrepresentations of height and weight, and to provide the 
necessary information of "what the person looks like." 
•We further requ11e personal interviews of all apphcants to better ensure honesty of responses to questionnaire and per• 
sonality inventory data. · 
•Two thirds refund of initial fee is returned to any applicant not salisfied with our service, within the first eight months of 
use of the service. . • 
•We have a very accessible location, located in lhe large, wh.1le office buildings of Executive Park at lhe intersection of I· 
275 and Route 42 (lhe Mason·Sharonv1lle e11t1.· 
Our procedure for membership is as follows: All you need do is supply yourname, address 
and phone number, and indicate that you wish to have us send you the forms. We send you 
our·delailed questionnaire along with the psychological inventory and let you evaluate our 
capability yourself. II you wish to become a subscriber, you should fill in the information on 
the automatically-scored answer sheets, and mail them back to us in the stamped, self· 
addressed envelope. (If you do not use them, you should return them to us.) . 
Phone us for further information. (There is no obligation, as was mentioned.) All calls are 
treateel confidentially. If you call during non-office hours, we will return your call 
Spring soccer will 
push individual skills Ear'!$$$ 
By TOM USHER . playing our. 
Sport• Editor The next factor to take into con-
si~e~ation is McKinney's recruits. song Ill 
Last year at this time, Xavier Jotmn~ XU next fall will be the • • • 
baseball was prepping up, XU tennis ·following: Steve Benjamin who was 
was practicing, the golf team had the a unanimous selection t~ the All-
~l ubs out, and soccer, well, soccer State team as a defender from 
existed only in the minds of a coach · t ' , p~rennia state powerhouse 
3 players, and probably a wise man Fmneytown High; Mid-fielder Mark 
in the Himalaya mountains Marsan, who coordinated the 
somewhere. Those are the only peo- F~nneytown attack last year; 
pie who believed that Xavier could Fmneytown's Tom Stevens, who led 
field a team on the collegiate level. the city in scoring last year, and was 
Even after last fall's 5-7 record, peo- selected to the All-State squad· 
pie had doubts that the program Kevin Harper, who was the All-Stat~ 
would stay afloat. leading scorer at Anderson last year. 
Now for the first time we can say Also grabbed off the powerful 
that Xavier soccer is officially off the Anderso11 squad was All-State 
ground, and on a one-way course for defender (or fullback, as they say in 
success, victories, and in time, soccer), Kevin Combs. Joe Giesting, 
national recognition. an All-State fullback from LaSalle 
This is due to a couple of factors, · is coming in. Brian Robertson, wh~ 
as the squad approaches their spring was the second leading scorer in the 
opener at home, on April I Ith, city at Withrow last year, along with 
against Dayton. First, Coach Bob Harper, is still having grades 
McKinney says, "The learning. proccessed, but hopefully will be 
process is finally behind us. The accepted to X soon, and last, but not 
teamnolongerlooksatthegameasa le~st •. there's John Capurro, an in-
learning process, but an exciting stmchve striker, from McNicholas. 
challenge." McKinney continued to · That's next fall, however. This 
say· that, "The theme of the spring spring the squad lines up with Mike 
program will be to concentrate on in- Connolly and Joe "the rocket" 
dividual skills, techniques and tac· Rozier at the forwards. John Kelley, 
tics." Joe Martin, and Pat Dahlstrom will 
Rifle team 
downs Akron 
Xavier's Rifle Team has sallied 
forth. wit.h another victory, this one · 
against Akron University. The 
match was held March 8th at Akron. 
Those participating in the 
weekend match were: Chris Smith, 
Mark Pitcher, Paula Wellbrock, 
Roger Jeter, Ed Kammer, and Mar-
cia Morris. Chris Smith, Mark 
Pitcher, and Paula Wellbrock were 
among. the.topJour shooters.of the 
thirteen participants. The scores for 
the four top shooters of the Xavier 
team totaled to 2067. The total for 
the Akron team . was 2029 giving 
Xavier a comfortable lead of 38 
points. 
The Rifle Team has been giving 
other area teams overwhelming 
competition during the past' 
weekends. Those who have fallen to 
the Team's expertise include Miami 
University and Dayton. 
Other team members include Bob 
Morris and Susan Doerr; 
see action at mid-field. Mike Cox 
Bill Strietmann, and John Mistie; 
anchor the defense, with A.J. 
Moebius in the nets. Many more will 
see action, and the above won't be 
confined to one set position. 
McKinney stated, "We'll do a lot oF 
shuffling at all positions this spring, 
to see what else certain guys can do; 
and also to give them an apprecia-
tion of someone else's slot." 
McKinney feels that the squad 
must concentrate on execution and 
individual game skills to realize their 
potential this spring. Ralph Dun-
nigan,· the team's mainstay at 
forward last fall, will help the s.quad 
concentrate on the basics. Dunnigan 
.. will be serving as a full-time assistant 
coach, while also attending graduate 
·school. 
"What we're looking for in the 
way . of recruits is scorers," 
McKinney stated three months ago. 
Since then he has recruited three All-
state forwards, who could score at 
will in high school. 
Last year when Bob McKinney 
scheduled the Division II champ, 
University_ of Missowi, on a home 
and home basis, many people laugh-
ed. No one is laughing now.· · 
£Illes 
al Ille lleld .... ,. 
nol ••• 
I 
You can earn llmltless .. 
comml11lons this spring or 
summer-selling Symphony 
subscriptions, door-to-door, 
In Greater Cincinnati areas 
which we know already res-
pond enthuslastlcally to 
C.S.O. concert · presen-
tations. The Cincinnati 
Symphony leads the entire 
nation of major symphony 
orchestras In Increasing 
series subscription Hies. 
Join the action, and earn lots 
of$$$. 
Extra dividends for top 
salesmen Include ·FREE 
(hard-to-get) tickets for 
CSO concerts. You all get to· 
meet CSO musicians and 
staff-and you therefore Join 
In the dynamics of a glorious 
musical enterprise I 
• ~ • ..J; -
Mon. thru Fri., 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m., PHONE the PR office 
at the Symphony, 621-1919, 
to arrange for an _Interview. 
THE REWARDS ARE ALL 
YOURS Ill 
80th Anniversary Season 
Remember th~ lilies of the Bible? They toiled not. Neither did 
they spin. As Dominican Sisters of the Sick Poor we toil for-the 
young as well as the old, f~r the acute as well as the cronically 
·ill and we care not for their race or religion for all are of the 
kingdom of God. Our feet carry us along busy streets, up and 
down tenement stairs, in and out of homes where illness; ignor-
ance, discouragement and despair are sometimes permanent 
guests. Nursing, counseling, helping to keep families -together 
in their homes as one 
·1oving_ unit. 
Our Mission is to the 
poor, but to a special 
category .of the poor: 
the sick. There are 
many ways for you to 
serve the poor and the 
sick. We we'lcome you 
to .. .''Come and see." 
'Thuraday, March 20, 1175 
r--~----~-----------------bom1rncon SISt€RS of th€ SICk POOR 
N 
2335 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, CINCINNATI, OHIO 45219 
Dear Sister, 
I would like to know more about the opportunities you 
offer for sharing in your work. I understand there is no 
obligation. · 
Address----'--------------




A Dynamic and· :r-· 
Tho~!!'!!~! c.~!~,~~...,;.~ ~ 
For information on career opportunities within the Chi~opractic 
Profession fill in and mail to: Chiro~ractic Career, Hamilton County 
Chiropractic Association, Suite 207, 10948 Reading Road, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 45241. 
NAME •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ADDRESS: STREET,, •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
CITY ••••• , ••••••••••••••••• ZIP ••••••••••••• 
PHONE NO •••• •.•• ••••••••••••••••••••••• I ••••• 
COLLEGE. ATTENDING •••••••••• Grad. g,te •••••• 
JoinlhB 
third biggest 
· lamily·in the 
world. 
·Imagine an order of 
22,000 priests and brothers in 
73 countries around the world. 
(That's a pretty big family.) 
But that's what the 
Salesians of St. John Bosco 
are all about - a large family 
of community-minded men 
dedicated to the service of· 
youth. (And no one gets lost.) 
In Italy in the tSOO's a chance meeting between a poor 
priest and a street urchin served to create a movement of such 
success that it is still growing today. Don Bosco became the 
priest who brou,ght 'youth back from the streets - and 
back to God. 
. He reasoned. that a program of play, learn and pray would 
make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with 
reason, religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of) 
atmosphere of family. 
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still with us today. His 
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools 
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very 
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the 
Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is. 
The Salesian experience isn't learned - it's lived. ... ------~---.,-
' For more information about Salesian Priests and I 
Brothers, mail this coupon to: . - . I Father Jo11ph :affel, S.D.B. Room A· . 136 
I lalmans:.~;.•:!".~J:,~?.v: .. "' I 
I 
I am Interested in the Priesthood O Brotherhood 0 I 
Name Ag•~~~-1 SlrHI AddreH I 
I 
CllJ Stal• Zip I 
"'°"·------ I I Education . 
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THURSDAY, MARCH 20. 1975 
Making the best of it 
Time magazine of a few weeks back made note of a suit filed 
against a university by a student who, having learned nothing in one 
Education course attended, wished a tuition refund. 
Rumor has it that there are those courses here at Xavier that might 
be liable to prosecution on such grounds, and that is not necessarily 
to imply that they are to be found in (or confined to) only the Educa- . 
tion department. Perhaps a good number of the non-courses are 
among the freshmen-level courses and the things "everybody" takes, 
where the naive and the disinterested may be expected to fail to 
recognize quality in its absence. 
Yet in how many cases would the students have to plead guilty 
themselves to charges ·of criminal neglect of scholastic pursuits, 
and/ or evasion of all taxing work?Deli berate failure to challenge 
oneself in course selection rather than simple failure in actual courses 
taken is probably a widespread practice, and one which ultimately 
cheats no one so much as the individual who sets the low goals. 
And how many Xavierites might be indicted for aiding and abet-
ting the crime? Apathetic classmates eventually prove demoralizing 
to the group as a whole; we all know how much a few really interested 
and informed students can add to a course by their active participa-
tion in class. 
All in all, as old B.Q. used to say (Bill Quinn-remember him?) the 
students themselves deserve much of the· blame if courses are sub-
. standard and not worth a cent of their high (and climbing) cost. Tak-
ing "cake," coasting through, and not even aiming for the realization 
of one's potential: these are the drag that the students impose through 
their own lack of concern. 
Of course, sometimes lack of evidence is at fault in student's own 
misjudgements. If there really are those interested in an escape from 
·-·. 
MR HELMS, WOLW '(OU 
COl'fH[NT ON ANY poss1BJ.C 
/ ILLEGAL ACTIV'IT1£5 
coNDUCTf/) cJNl>ER 
YOUR ~MINISTRATION? . 
WELL LET HE THIN/(, ... 
I Sllf'POS! GASSING 
ALL T/105£ P/NJ(05 
IN TH£'Y" SHOWER 
R0014 ... MAYBE Tl£ 
aAH600 SllOOT5 -
U#OlR TlfJS£ tel/JS 
fWLS ... OH YfNt 
(Jl TIME WE HVNG 
THIS CAT ••. UH SO#f' 
LEAP HDSCS ... A 
FlW, PRfSll>ENT$ .. /lf-. 
1.11 •. THC CAT.. )Z'S .. THE 
....,. o,r .. ./. ASSllME IT 
• WAS OLD, SCK .. A 5TR4Y 
PRo&ABLy 
mediocrity, then student evaluation of teachers and courses may, 
provide a highly irnportant aid to the conscientious selecter of: 
courses. Yet Tim Lynch and Jim Tallmadge(Ku 117-8, 74S-3179)are 
still in need of volunteers to help in. their project of instituting such 
evlauations. Hopefully there are enough concerned people to insure 
that these evaluations will not, like other plans and good intentions of 
mice, men; Jesuits and educational philosophies, sink in the sea of 
apathy. 
Clarifying Reverend Harper's rem·arks about Xavier .. 
In the February 20th and 26th Affairs at Xavier. She said they were position. Thirdly, lfeelthere is a real · bye . been the. reaction of black and whit~ 
issues of the Xavier News there writing an article for the Xavier need to have Black Studies on Rev. Topmoeller, in the interview students to the courses. I find 
appeared the first two installments News onlhe Black Faculty and she predominantly White campuses like I was honest and straightforward. As students hungry to get invoived in 
of a series of articles dealing With a would like to interview me. I con- Xavier University. There are Black always, Itry to be as helpful as possi- Black cultural courses." But I do 
proposed Caucus planned by the sented to do the interview and asked students there and to impart some of hie and it was never my intent to think 'Rev. Harper's feelings are 
University and Urban Affairs Office when she would like to do it? She our history and heritage is very slander or speak in a derogatory much more enthusiastic and positive 
to deal with the problems of Blacks said right now over the phone. As I ·necessary. Fourthly, I'm sure the manner about Xavier University. · than this statement reflects. 
at Xavier. In these articles there were look back on it now, that was my presence of Black Faculty members I hope the aforesaid points out to . Finally, I regret that the articles 
several quotations from the Rev. first mistake-a telephone interview. · at Xavier is an outgrowth ofthe Un- you: did . not adequately describe the 
Calvin A. Harper, lecturer in The following is how I remember the. iversity's Affirmative Action 1) I was misquoted. achievement and success of Rev. 
theology at Xavier. The articl~ were interview process. .Program. 2) Many of my comments were Harper's courses. In the February 
written by a Xavier News staff writer I) Q - What is your position at taken out of context. 20th article in a conteXt where .. Most 
from notes taken during a telephone Xavier? S) Q - How have the White 3) I never used the term "window of the Xavier Black educators con-
interview with Rev. Harper by a staff A- I am a lecturer in the Department students received your instruction? dressing". tacted expressed a genuine concern 
member in the Urban Af"airs Office. of Theology. A- Very well, in fact one student told 4) I' · · b for incorporating a more pract1"cal " me that she was just completely m very pos1t1ve a out my ex- h 
Unfortunately, there was a 2) Q - What has it been like for. overwhelmed by the information. In perience at Xavier - I've enjoyed it approac to learning rather than 
breakdown in the interviewing and you, a Black person, teaching at both of the courses 1 teach 1 ask the very much. keeping a restrictively ~heoretical 
·reporting processes and Rev. Xavier? students to visit two White churches I sincerely hope this letter will help one," Rev. Harper is quoted in such 
Harper's true sentiments about his A - I've enjoyed it very much. Com- and two Black churches and write a clear away some of the cloudiness a way that it appears he agrees with 
teaching experience at Xavier were ing from a small school, Temple Bi- . hi h created by the article. this view. The article later stated: term paper m w c they compare •• ,1, • Is f not expressed. There are several ble College, i't has L.--n quite a . with kind personal regards, I re- "Rev~rend Harper a o feels that or. °'"" and contrast their ·religious ex- hi d · · · reasons why this situation should be change for me-Xavier has more . . main. a w te stu ent, 1t IS one thing to 
d . . . per1ence m both churches. My · II 1· • ha Id correcte m prmt. students and it's a larger school, and . .. Sincerely, 'inte eciua 1ze on r.d co facts, . reason for doing this, particularly d · · · I if" d 
As Chairman of the University for that reason I don't feel the close for the White students and those Rev. Calvin A. Harper an 1t 1s an entire y d aerent an 
Committee on Programs and personal contact and warmth with Black students who are not in a more realistic thing to actually ex-
Publications, I would hate to see this the students and admini'stration as I perience, to understand, or even to 
Ii . Black church, is so that the students · one s p-up tarnlSh the otherwise ex- do ·at Temple, naturally. But, it has It i's obv1'ous how ser1'ous were the relate." From his letter it seems that 
II d fj h L hi . d can get a/eel for the Black Religious R H ti I '-- · I t ce ent recor 0 0 n· ec eiteran been quite challenging and I've en- misunderstandings between the in- ev. arper ee 8 •11:: is at cas par-
Mary Henkel as editors of the News J"oyed 1·t. Experience - apart· from what you · tially successful in achieving this ex-
h. 1 · 1 · h can get from books - the Black terviewee·and his interviewers. For . . t 1s year. smcere y w1s to com- 3) Q _ Can you say more about per1ent1al education for both his 
d he f f. · b B Religious Experience is just that - in numbers 2 and 3 of his letter Rev. k . men t m or a 1ne JO . ut, as that? What do you mean? H k . 1 h blac and white students. This point Cha. f h De f Experiential. It's one thing. to in- arper ma es 1t c ear °t at whatever 1rman o t e partment o A _ Well, at Temple 1 am the Presi: was recorded by the Office of Urban The I d · ., · R tellectualize on hard, cold, facts and lack of warmth and personal contact 
H o o~ ~a~. !n .a1drness to haev. dent and very much involved in the it's entirely different and more . he felt with the Xavier students was Affairs' interviewer, whose notes 
arper, ee 1t 1smy utytoseet t day to day activities of the school. I 1. • 11 . . due_ not to the Xavi'er"structure" say: "To the white students he hi I · · · d bl" rea 1st1c to actua y experience 1t. s actua pos1t1on 1s .ma e pu 1c. alsoteachatTemple,infactthesame 6) Q 1 h h' 1 _ but quite normally. tothetwofac- offered a.rich and overwhelmingex-Moreover, in fairness to Xavier, it classes I teach here at Xavier. So I'm - st ere anyt mg e se you posure of the Black Experience. This 
h Id be ha . . would like to say about your ex- tors that Xavier is a much larger · s ou noted t t the cnt1cal involved in the administration and experience w.as facilitated by such perience at Xavier? · school than Temple Bible College 
remarks about the University, at- instruction phases of the college. At classroom activities as the visiting of 'b d R A- Yes, as a result of my interaction and, especially, that at Temple he is tr1 ute to ev. Harper in the ar- Xavier, I'm part-time - many times Black churches." I wish these · 1 with the students my commitment to President and full-time professor, · tic es, are not his real opinions. And, I arrive on cl!,mpus J'ust in time to sentences had been quoted in the ar-fi 11 · • teach and do what I can in imparting while at Xavier he lectures only part-ina y, itf mh a~-contnbu~ehto the teach my class and after that I the information I have, ·has in- time and is unable to be on camptis ticles. 
success o t e '-4UCUS, whic' accor- generally go home. I receive notice of As I said above, there seems to · 
d. h creased. The students are great!!! long enough to become as involved mg tot e News will "address itself all Theology Department meetings, The · · have been an unfortunate y are genumely mterested and with the students as he would iike. 
to those sets of problems which ·but because of my full-time job I am are seeking knowledge and believe The discomfort he feels is with breakdown in communication 
make it difficult to teach ... " at 'unable to attend them - 1 wish 1 · between Rev. Harper and his inter-X . . me, that really makes it all himself for not having time for more 
aVJer, to pomt out that the could.· I feel somewhat uncomfor- worthwhi'le. In the two evaluati'ons viewers and I sincerely hope that this 
Problems m t. d · th rt' 1 personal contact and a greater im-en tone m e a ic es table about not having that personal my classes have had, the students pact on the university, not with present article clears up the mis-
were not experienced by Rev. contact because I don't have a good k' d d · understanding. 
H I · d he f 11 • were very m an encouragmg. A anything at Xavier that keeps him at arper. receive t o owmg feel about the impact, if any, that I k · f : Rev. William G. Topmoeller, S.J. · I tt f R d H pea experience or me was when a distance or preyents him from ex-
e er rom everen arper: have on the University. one of the White students requested ercising such an impact. I have often News reporter Shannon Flynn 
Dear Rev. Topmoeller: 4) Q - Why are you teaching at that I write a question for the Com- told him personally how much I talked to Rev. Harper on February 
I have read with a great deal of dis- Xavier? prehensive Exam in Theology. That regret his inability to attend 20.following the publication of the 
satisfaction the article in the A - There are several reasons. First, said a lot ~o ine and should give departmental meetings and how first article, at which time he clarified 
February' 20, 1975 edition of Xavier I'm there because the Black students further evidence of how positive much we would value his input; his views and expressed a desire that 
;\'ew.1· regarding the Black Faculty. asked that I teach there. Some time Black & White students have reacted however, I fully understand how, as more positive aspects of hi.~ views on 
·;: '.,; kind of reporting can set back back, I was a guest lecturer in Mr. to the courses on Black Theology President of the Bible College, as· Xavier be presented in the News. At 
~. 1an relations one hundred years Ken Blackwell's class and the feed_. and the Black Church. Section-head of the Department of that time, he did not diYavow 
.~ .. .Jcstroy the friendships I feel I've back I received was very positive and Interviewer: Well, thank you very Personal Development of the Proc- statements that hadbeenmadeinthe 
t• , lJlished with you and Rev. I was asked by several students, in- much Rev. Harper tor and Gamble Company, and as News, or that were found in the Ur-
'~geman. I am upset because I eluding Mr. Blackwell, if I would Rev. Harper: Say listen, you know Pastor of the Mar-Hills Baptist ban Affairs Offil'e's interview sheet. 
mis-quoted and my comments give serious consideration to joining I'm not teaching at Xavier this Church, his days are quite filled. We The Xavier News is glad to/Jrint the 
taken completely out of con- the faculty at Xavier. It was a couple semester, will I get a chance to see the -are fortunate that he gives of his time foregoing at the request of Fr. Top-
l'm embarrassed for having to of years later that I received a formal · article before it goes to press and to teach here! m oeller, Chai rm an of the 
this letter in a·n attempt to request and invitation from Rev. receive a copy of the article once it's I am pleased that the February Publications Conimiflee, but we 
":i-'up" a mess. William Topmoeller. And that's my printed? 26th article mentioned the favorable wish to state that our sources for 
, couple of weeks ago I received second reason -- Rev. Topmoeller Interviewer: Yes, I will try to fill both response to his courses by Xavier quotations ll'ere documented and 
;dephone call from a young extend.ed the invitation and I of your requests. students with the following quota- that we· do not feel that the News 
\, 1.1rnan who identified herself as a accepted. He made me feel as if Rev. Harper: Thank you very much, tion from Rev. Harper: "By far the "slipped up.,' in c.overage of the 
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The average Muskie probably has little idea elude faculty or students. 
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1---- · STUDENT AID ASSISTANT DIRECTOR 
DIRECTOR --- J. SlndmM 
C. Pollock 
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Constantine Sorleno MANAGER 
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Who's who 
of how complex a college structure is. The ac- . The faculty is responsible to the deans. The 
companying chart should provide a basic un- deans decide salary and jurisdiction. A faculty 
· derstanding of who's who at Xavier. Only a committee officially represents faculty to the 
few things remain to be clarified, as follows: deans and administration. 
The Board of Trustees, which inust be at The office of Assistant.,tothe Vice President · 
Fr. Brennan and the academic deam 
have their offices in Alter Hall. Faculty offices 
are in, among other buildings, Alter, Hinkle, 
Albers, Logan, Elet, Joseph, St. Barbara, 
North, Schott, and Alumni Halls. 
•• Schmidt Fieldhouse is home for Messrs . In 
University 
ad.m.inistration?. 
least one-half Jesuit, is authorized to have 25 for Student Developement becomes part-time 
members, although it has only 19 at present. next year, and that of Special Programa 
The President must be a Jesuit. · Counselor will be either part-time or non-
. The Budget Committee consists of the Vice- existent. Where are all these people located? 
Presidents (except Fr. O'Brien), the comp- The University Center contains many of-
troller, assistant comptroller, business fices; in particular, those of Fr. Mulligan, Fr. 
manager, the four academic deans, and two Nieporte, Messrs. Shearer, Kamp, Wintz, 
members of the faculty. Hall, Tom, Stahl, Pollock, Sandman, Lane, 
Fr. Nieporte's work generally is coor- and Oements, and Ms. Gist, Mittermaier, and 
dinated with that of Mr. Beumer and Fr. Bren- Rahe. 
McCafferty, Young, Baldwin, Brueneman, 
Soriano, and the coaches. Meun. Burkhart, 
lsphording, Hiltz, Niehaus, and Snider are in 
Schmidt Hall. 
Alumni Hall contains the offices of Mr. 
Stadtmiller, Mr. Hohnhorst, and Ms. Keels. 
The offices of the Admiuions Department 
are in Boylan Hall; University and Urban Af-
fairs· in Finn Lod,e; Mr. Vi&le in McDonald: 
'. 
By RAY LEBO~SKI 
etters 
nan. He is also respnsible for planning new Husman Hall is working quarters for Fr. 
campus construction and for maintaining . O'Brien and the entire department of public 
liaison with the Ohio legislature. Relations and Development under Mr. 
Library; and Mr. Beumer in Fisher Lod,e, ad-
jacent to Kuhlman Hall. 
Mr. Roeder is in North Hall. 
Campus Ministry is based in Bellarrnine 
Chapel. The Personnel Department does not in- Sassen. 
Criticizes 
Flynn's work· 
In response to the letter last week 
criticizing "McGrath's Work," I 
want to at least give T. W. Flynn 
some credit for realizing that there 
are some people who do work 
around here. 
As he admits in his letter, he 
doesn't know all the details, and why 
should he? How many Social Com-
mittee Meetings has T. W. Flynn 
been to? None. (They are held every 
other week, publicized, and open to 
all.) In fact, how many major social 
e:vents has Tom "Nobody's Man" 
Flynn been to? None. Also, how do 
you accountfor the fact that a total 
of 1,328 people attended Mardi Gras 
and Homecoming '73 & '74 if it was 
ail as bad as you made it out to be? 
The people who patronized all those 
events had a good time; a time that 
was well worth the price of their 
ticket. 
Also, there are more details that 
you don't understand Mr. "N. M." 
Flynn. You don't understand that 
part of the General ,lee every un-
dergraduate has to pay goes toward 
activities for the ·student. This year 
there was somewhere around $14,-
000 in Student Government's 
treasury for this avowed purpose. I 
can't see ·charging the students a 
huge sum of.money for an event they 
have already put money towards. 
Therefore, we figure in a subsidy, 
which you call lost or "red-ink," but 
is in reality the only money that we 
really spend. We lower the price of 
the ticket so more students can par-
ticipate and we underwrite the rest. 
If we were to make "Nobody's Man" 
happy, we would have had to charge 
anywhere from $11.00 to $13.00 a 
ticket for ~ardi Oras at Music Hall 
this year just to break even. 
However. the price was only $7.00. 
with a dollar rebate in effect for the 
first two weeks of ticket sales, thus 
making it $6.00. Therefore, with the 
revenue from the ticket sales applied 
to the total cost; we actually spent 
$801.00 for the whole wee.kend. 
My approach is criticized because, 
in Flynn's words, "I approach every 
new project with the avowed inten-
tion of making it the biggest, best, 
arid most grandiose undertaking of 
its type in Xavier's history." That 
certainly is true! I do try to put on 
events that the students can take 
pride in; something that they will 
remember and which is an improve-
ment over tlie previous years'. You 
(Flynn) are one to talk about 
biggest ... grandiose undertakings. If 
you recall, and the sophomore class 
has vivid memories I'm sure, of you 
shouting and stamping your feet and 
almost bawling because we didn't 
have your "45 7!12 ISO minis in 
overheat" or didn't have the "6 BEP 
3 QUTZ or equiv." for the Haunted 
House, or the "3-6a 250VAC- rated 
toggles." Sorry Tom, this isn't 
Hollywood! I lc:arned my lesson the 
first time I had to work (pamper) 
you. I did know better than to ask 
you for help on Mardi Gras. The 
Sophomore Class girls now know 
better also. 
In your closing paragraph, 
another incongruous statement was 
made when you stated that I should 
be "opposed and replaced" next year 
"probably by the present officers of 
the class of. '75." Do you know 
something the class of '7S officers 
don't know? Will they be flunking a 
year? 
And now a final word to Mr. 
Flynn: there is an old saying that 
goes: "It is better to be thought a 
fool, than to open one's mouth and 
remove all doubt. '1 Go back to the 





must pass ..• 
Your Editorship: 
Fr. Robert W. Mulligan, Presi-
dent of Xavier University, was 
recently interviewed in the Xavier 
News. 
Fr. Mulligan has not heard about 
the Zoo U. News. 
Fr. Mulligan doesn't know ofany 
way in which Xavier has 
deteriorated. 
Fr. Mulligan thinks girls come to 
Xavier because it is an excellent Un-
iversity. 
Fr. Mulligan thinks there are 2000 
undergraduate students. (Last 
semester's total· was around 1700, 
and at least a hundred of those didn't 
return in January.) 
Fr. Mulligan wants to know 
w'hether John Lechleiter has passed 
away. 
I want to know whether Fr. Mul-
ligan has passed away! 




In response to Gayle Stayton's ar-
ticle concerning the decline of the 
Film Committee I feel I must offer 
an explanation. 
. The reasons tlfemselves are ones 
of decline. Over the past few years 
there has been a steady decline in 
membership until this semester only 
Sue Ardery and myself remain. 
Besides studies and work, in Sue's 
case, and the Pl~yers and. a senior 
project in my case, there is hardly 
anytime left for two people to do the 
work of a good half dozen. On this 
point I think former members 
Lindley W-eikert, Mike Macnamara 
and Terry Niehaus are to be com-
mended on their excellent job of 
managing the Film Committee in the 
past. 
Recently there has been a decline 
in the film industry. Nowadays 
regular theatres have a hard time 
staying solvent let alone a college 
film program. Where the Film Com-
mittee used to be able to pick up a· 
good movie a year after its release 
dollar theatres now pick up for a se-
cond round, if they can beat the TV 
networks to it. There is no way that a 
small organization, such as 
ourselves; can compete with Cincin-
nati theatres or the television in-
dustry. 
Moreover, and I'm sure 
everyone's tired of hearing this, es-
pecially those most guilty: the failure 
of the Film Committee is due to a 
lack of interest on the part of the ad-· 
ministration. After many· meetings 
with the administration, previous 
members, and now Sue and myself, 
have come to the realization that the 
administration. has no concern for . 
the students. At no point was the 
Film Committee ever offered any 
assistance from the administration. 
As long as the Film Committee was 
in financial trouble no one was wil-
ling to take the blame. We have done 
all that is humanly possible to 
salvage what we can. Perhaps the ad-
ministration's neurotic concern with 
bureaucracy makes them unaware of 
student concerns. They seem to be 
strangling Xavier with red tape. 
Presently, alternatives to showing 
films in the theatre are under discus-
sion. All new ideas are more than 
welcome. 
Jeff Linton 





The ._ P• It a Ir• claMlfled eection 
available to 11Uden11. faculty, and llaH of Xevler 
Univerally.Ad11houlelno1axceed1Wenlyword1 
and mullbeaiibmlllad in wrlllng al ltla Univar•l-
ly Carll• lrilorrnallon O•k c/o Tlla llaell P• 
no 1a1ar 111 .. 111e Sunday pracadlng publicallon. 
Sorry, no ad wHI ba rap .. led uni"' r•ub-
millad. 
JOYCE: Make your last imitation of John Wayne your 
hl-sr. 
MOM: Elbows. fancy. skate. blondie. lumps. bones 
and lashes ... & love ya all. Dad. 
SCRATCH AND DENT SALE!!! GPT4·is offering 
hi .. ··~ervices" for sale. Group rates available. Males 









Monday thru Friday 
5:30 PM - 7:00 PM 
on 
WVXU-FM 91.7 





ALIVE? - We offer a one-year oppor-
tunity to come Alive. Live and work 
among the sick and poor people in 
America. Share education and talents. 
Learn from community and cultural 
experiences. Develop . philosophy of 
Service. Live on stipend. Challenged? · 
Write: Sister Monica, 2335 Fairview 




Sail either in September 
or February, with the ship 
as your classroom and the 
world your campus ... com-
bine accredited study with 
fascinating visits to the fa-
bled ports of the ·caribbean, 
Africa, the Mediterranean, 
and the Americas. Over 10,-
000 undergraduates from 
450 colleges have already 
sailed with WCA - join 
them! Financial aid avail-
able. Write today for free 
catalog. .. 
PllOt I 
WCA, Ch•Pm•n College 
Box F, Orange, CA 92666 
ROOMMATE WANTED: 1974XUOrad. lookingfor 
~uiet girl to share her apanmcnt. C.an move in now or 
in Sept .• call 221-8586 between 5pm and IOpm 
v.ttkdays. 
FILM: Tonight at Breen Lod1c. the Free Univenity 
Free Film. 8:00. Featured is an award-winning German 
film. Tlk' Howr. also light and Rairuho,..,r. Hot pop-
corn and warm friendship. 
CRIB DIAPER: Wait till I hansyourdirtylaundryout 
111 dry! T. W. Flynn. 
HELP WANTED: Need students and faculty to par-
ticipate and help 'in planning Food Weck. Call 745-
3194. 
CAMPUS MINISTRY: The Zoo wouldliketoknowif 
you would support the spreading of the ~rue tradi~ion 
of Jesuit moral standards throush a unique pubhca· 
tion. Only 5200. Plea"' put your remittance under the 
hat. Thank you. 
DON'T MISS BRUCE LANIER. the 11la55 blower 
from Huff 'n Puff March 2S and 26 in the University 
Center. 
T. W. FLYNN: The Gerber Baby Food Company is 
pleased to announce that you have been chosen to be 
their "calendar baby of the month." 
Senate 
from page 1 
help if President McCaffrey would 
work on the problem of coming up 
with an Election Committee chair-
man. The seat has been vacant since 
the resignation of Dave Chester in 
December. · 
Tom Madigan urged Senatetoen-
courage participation in Family 
Day, which has been redesigned to 
be more oriented to students than 
ever before. In response, Doug 
SAM'S PRO BIKE SHOP 
941-0520 
Suglno competition alloy crank set $43 
Hulchnon sprint bulyl sewup tires $9 
MKM Cualorn built bike frame $195 
CAMPAGNOLO parls-slocked-world's finest 
HRS. Mon-Fri 4 to 9 P.M. Sal. 9am-6pm. 
McGrath asked Senate not to 
support Family Day, since Fr. 
Edward O'Brien, who is in charge of 
it, interfered with the already-set Un-
iversity calendar in planning Family 
Day and forced Greek Week back a 
Audit 
from page 1 
week. Unfortunately . for Greek "Many students do take advantage 
Week, this places it in conflict with of this type of auditing; but some of 
Kentucky Derby weekend. these students do not attend classes. 
Madigan also asked senators to I feel it's silly for an audit to appear 
help distribute the Campus Life sur- on a transcript if a student does not 
vey, · since RA's have been un- have a responsible amount of 
cooperative. Apparently, several . presence. That isa falsification of the 
problems have occurred: George student's records. The question to be 
Lopez said his floor (l-H) hasn't answered is whether an audit, free or 
received any; Woolard said 2-H ol>- . paid, should appear ona transcript if 
jected lo several questions and the student has not attended." 
would .not return the surveys; and "As far as the work load to be 
Julie O'Donoghue said students are completed, this question should be 
afraid of special-interest' groups or agreed upon by both the professor 
the administration using the surveys and the student at the beginning of 
for poltical advantage. the semester;" Ms. Reed's letter 
It was noted· that Senators Glenn claimed that Fr. Felten's office in- . 
and Moroney have had attendance formed her that "Dean's list audits 
problems. Glenn has failed to attend appear on transcripts only after the 
any of the six meetings this term, student has made an agreement with 
with only the first three "officially the i·nstructor at the beginning ofthe 
excused;"· Moroney h~s misse~ the semester to complete all class 
last three, and was late for the two assignments, including tests and 
before. Tom Madigan observed that papers, and then, has earned a pass-
Gle'nn has never even taken anything ing grade for the course." This state-
from her mailbox in the Senate of- ment is applicable only in certain 
fice. Vice President Rolandelli said cases, depending on the professor in-
t hat if Ms. Glenn misses another volved. 
meeting, the Afro-American Stu- "A distinction between advice and 
dent Association, which named her regulation must be made here," Fr. 
to the seat under minority- Felten said. "I only offered her ad· 
representation rules, will be asked to vice: to see the professor at the begin-
name another person. She also n~ted . . : ning and then remind him at the end 
that Moroney has work conflicts,:.'~' of the semester to turn in the card. 
and faile~ tot.urn in a sch~dule wne~""'.. The real prinicple, though, is atten· 
the meetmg-t1me was being arrang"' r dance, not work load. I cannot 
ed. emphasize that enough," he ended. 
Prisoner 
from page 3 
down again. 
At the close we get a Mel and Edna 
pep rally including the ~Id "you ~nd 
me against the world aggression 
and the "we'll show 'em" cheer. 
Briefly, the theme is unapparent, 
acting fair, characterization nonex-
istent, and the humor is unfunny and 
unoriginaL I left wondering where I 
had seen this movie before. What 
Simon won't do for a laugh is 
precisely what Simon shouldn't do 




michael, the team's third starter, 
racked up a 2. 70 ERA in fall ball. 
Mike Deely will once again be called 
on to extinguish late inning rallies, as 
he picked up two wins in relief last 
fall, to complement his 2.45 ERA. 
Tim Murphy and Mike Tyahur 
faired well in spot duty, and both will 
see action in starting and relieving 
roles. 
The Muskies are scheduled to 
open at home on March 25th against 
Dayton, but Coach Bill Wolff is in 
the process of re-scheduling that 
game, so the team ~an leave that day 
for their New Orleans trip. You can 
bet Harry Paul is· standing by with 
his "magic dust," just in case. 
The Hudepohl Brewing Company, Cinci~nati, Ohio . 
.. :~'jtj ,,:: 
Light and refreshing ••• pare grain Hadepohl Beer 
- you'll never forget. the taste. 
XevlarNtWI 
